We present a methodology for synthesizing high resolution micrographs from low resolution ones using a parametric texture model and a particle filter. Information contained in high resolution micrographs is relevant to the accurate prediction of microstructural behavior and the nucleation of instabilities. As these micrographs may be tedious and uneconomical to obtain over an extended spatial domain, we propose a statistical approach for interpolating fine details over a whole computational domain starting with a low resolution prior and high resolution micrographs available only at a few spatial locations. As a first step, a small set of high resolution micrographs are decomposed into a set of multi-scale and multi-orientation subbands using a complex wavelet transform. Parameters of a texture model are computed as the joint statistics of the decomposed subbands. The synthesis algorithm then generates random micrographs satisfying the parameters of the texture model by recursively updating the gray level values of the pixels in the input micrograph. A density-based Monte Carlo filter is used at each step of the recursion to update the generated micrograph, using a low resolution micrograph at that location as a measurement. The process is continued until the synthesized micrograph has the same statistics as those from the high resolution micrographs. The proposed method combines a texture synthesis procedure with a particle filter and produces good quality high resolution micrographs.
Background
Recent capabilities in the multi-scale modeling and simulation of material behavior have been matched by technologies for sensing and characterizing materials at distinct spatial scales. Several technical challenges ensue in the process of pairing multi-scale models to multi-scale data, one of which is addressed in this paper namely that of characterizing knowledge about multi-scale material structure in a manner that is conducive to probabilistic conditioning and updating.
We will consider experimental data provided through micrographs, which are digital images of the microstructure taken through a microscope, showing a magnified view of the material domain, and allowing digital representation of fine-scale features. In this paper, the terms "image", "texture" and "micrograph" are used interchangeably. High resolution microstructural information is required as a prerequisite for the multi-scale modeling and analysis of composite structures, and in particular to track the nucleation http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 of instabilities in material behavior. As it remains expensive to experimentally obtain high resolution micrographs throughout a computational domain where coarse-scale behavior is being assessed, procedures for gleaning equivalent information from lower resolution images have demonstrated their value in computational materials science [1, 2] . This paper contributes to that body of knowledge by developing a statistical procedure that updates low resolution priors with spatially localized high resolution data using a parametric texture model and a particle filter. Three approaches are commonly used, in light of their simplicity, for generating high resolution images from lower resolution ones. These are based on nearest neighbor, bilinear and cubic interpolation methods [3] . In the nearest neighbor interpolation method, a piecewise constant interpolation maps the low resolution to the high resolution image, typically producing blocky images. Bilinear and cubic interpolation methods smoothen these discontinuities, while still allowing for a blur in the high resolution image. Methods based on wavelet based interpolation with gradient based enhancement (WIGE) and higher-order polynomial interpolation with gradient based enhancement (PIGE) techniques have been proposed and successfully adapted to problems of computational multi-scale material modeling [1, 2] . In WIGE, high resolution images are obtained by interpolating low resolution images using wavelet basis with the interpolated images enhanced using gradient based methods calibrated from a few high resolution images. In PIGE, higher order polynomial bases are used for interpolation. In these methods, gradient based enhancement accounts for the position of calibration images relative to the spatial location of the simulated image. Both WIGE and PIGE methods are shown to be very effective in synthesizing high resolution images from low resolution ones with the aid of few calibrating high resolution images. In [4] , digital micrographs are simulated by representing the microstructures with two-point correlation function. Characterization and simulation of three-dimensional microstructures is also discussed in [5] [6] [7] [8] . In these approaches, the synthesized micrographs are deterministic and do not account for uncertainty in experimentally obtained micrographs. Other common and effective approaches for microstructure modeling include Markov random field (MRF) models whereby a Gibbs distribution is used to represent a microstructure and Gibbs sampling method is used for micrograph synthesis [9, 10] . Parameters of the Markov random field model are typically estimated from a small number of calibrating images and the micrographs are synthesized using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. A large number of parameters is required to produce high resolution features with MRF models and estimating them with credible confidence from few calibrating images remains a challenge. Numerous variations on and enhancements to standard MRF have adapted it to specific situations which have included deterministic relaxation for image classification [11, 12] , texture segmentation based on wavelets and hidden Markov tree models [13] . A Markov random field model for image segmentation that combines both color and texture features has also been proposed [14] as well as image imputing based on hierarchical Bayesian models to reconstruct image from partially observed multivariate data [15] . Quantification of microstructural variance in the formalism of stochastic processes is developed in [16] . Algorithms based on sequential testing and feature learning have also been developed for face detection applications [17] while edge preserving image restoration with Huber-Markov random field models has been used to restore degraded images [18] , and procedures based on Gibbs reaction-diffusion have yielded a theory for learning generic prior models from a set of natural images [19] . Maximum a posteriori http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 (MAP) estimation methods have also been used for image restoration [20] sometimes in conjunction with adaptive parameter estimation [21] . An approach based on filters, random fields and maximum entropy (FRAME) [22] has also been very effective in capturing high resolution features in the image, but remains computationally expensive. Its equivalence with Julesz ensembles has also been investigated [23] . Finally, a parametric texture models based on an over complete complex wavelet transform was also used [24] to model micrographs based on the steerable pyramid decomposition of texture ( [25, 26] ). In this paper, we rely on a similar texture model [24] with parameters obtained from a few high resolution calibrating images and low resolution image at the synthesis location. A particle filter is used to estimate the high resolution micrograph at a location given the low resolution micrograph at that location.
In our work, we use a Bayesian framework where the experimental low resolution micrograph play the role of measurement used to update a prior model synthesized from a very small set of high resolution micrographs. We use a particle filter, namely a densitybased Monte Carlo filter to implement the Bayesian formulation. In [27] , Kalman filter is used for system identification based on multiple static and dynamic test data. Kalman filter methodology can not be used in our problem, because the state equation in the filtering problem is modeled as an implicit micrograph synthesis algorithm, where as the Kalman filter requires the state equation to be a linear equation. Monte Carlo based particle filters [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] are used for system identification of dynamical system. In our paper a density-based Monte Carlo filter proposed in [32] is used. Synthesis of high resolution micrographs from low resolution images with parametric texture model proposed in [24] along with the density-based Monte Carlo filter [32] is demonstrated in our paper. The main contribution of the present work is to compute the parameters of the texture model from high resolution calibrating images and low resolution images and combine particle filter with a texture synthesis model to characterize the high resolution micrograph. The paper is organized as follows. Motivation of the work is described with the problem statement in subsection "Problem statement". In subsection "Parametric texture model", the parametric model along with the synthesis algorithm is described. Subsection "Density-based Monte Carlo filter" illustrates the density-based Monte Carlo filter. Numerical experiments are provided in section "Results and discussion". Figure 1 shows a low resolution microscopic image of cast aluminum alloy W319. At locations A and B marked on the low resolution image, high resolution images are obtained from scanning electron microscopy. Figure 2 shows experimentally taken high resolution micrographs using scanning electron microscope at locations A and B. Figure 3 shows magnified low resolution micrographs available at locations A, B and C. Our objective is to simulate high resolution micrographs at all the locations where the high resolution microscopic images are not available. The proposed high resolution micrograph synthesis methodology is demonstrated by generating a high resolution micrograph at location C. The procedure can be repeated to simulate the high resolution micrographs at other locations.
Problem statement
Starting with an image x 0 that represents the low-resolution micrograph at location C, our aim is to synthesize an image x at the same location, representing the highresolution micrograph, that is constrained, in some sense, by our knowledge of high http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 resolution data at locations A and B and low resolution data at C. In order to complete the statement of the problem, we must specify the nature of the constraints (i.e. the specific functionals or features that describe our knowledge of the high resolution data). In what follows, a texture model will be used to provide a context in which features of a micrograph are quantified. This model will be constructed from available high resolution data and presumed to be valid everywhere else. Specifically, the texture model will be identified with the joint statistics of the subbands in a particular wavelet decomposition, namely, a steerable pyramid decomposition. Associated with this model is a mapping f that maps x 0 into x such that x has the joint statistics corresponding to the model.
The texture model maps an initial micrograph x 0 into a high resolution micrograph x. Let x i 0 be a set of distinct initial micrographs, then the texture model maps each micrograph x i 0 into a high resolution micrograph x i such that the parameters (joint statistics of the subbands) of each micrograph, x i are same as those of the texture model. However the visible microstructural features of each x i will be different from each other and also from those observed in the low resolution micrograph at that location. We employ a Bayesian framework using a particle filter, such that a high resolution micrograph x is selected from all possible micrographs x i that is also consistent with the local microstructure. Based on maximum-entropy arguments, prior knowledge for the Bayesian framework takes the form of a Gaussian distribution with an interpolated low resolution micrograph as a mean and an assumed variance. The Likelihood is obtained from the texture model f, that maps low resolution image x 0 to high resolution image x. To complete the specification of the Bayesian problem, observations consisting of a low resolution micrograph available at location C are used to update the prior.
A parametric texture model based on complex wavelet transform is used to represent the micrograph. High resolution micrograph is selected randomly from all possible micrographs satisfying a set of constraint functions, which will be discussed in section "Julesz conjecture and constraint functions". The synthesis is performed by recursively projecting the initial guess of the micrograph onto the constraint surfaces using gradient projection methods [24] . Density-based Monte Carlo filter [32] along with the gradient projection algorithms are used to synthesize the high resolution micrograph at location C that is consistent with experimentally obtained low resolution micrograph at the same location. The problem is formulated as an estimation of a high resolution micrograph at location C using high resolution calibrating images available at locations A and B and low resolution image available at location C. The parametrization of the texture model is discussed in section "Parameter estimation sketch". Texture parameters at location C are estimated from the parameters of images at locations A and B and those of coarse scale image at location C. The high resolution image at location C is simulated by recursively adjusting the pixel values of the iterates to satisfy a set of constraint functions and is updated using density-based Monte Carlo filter with coarse scale image at C as an observation.
Methods

Parametric texture model
A texture is modeled as a real two dimensional random field,
Here X(i, j) takes gray level values in [ 0, 255] ⊂ N. In this section we describe the steerable pyramid decomposition, which is a particular decomposition http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 based on the complex wavelet transform of an image. A steerable pyramid acts as a filter and decomposes the image into multi-level, multi-oriented subbands. Joint statistics of the subbands, described in section "Parameter estimation sketch" are used as the parameters of the texture model. Section "Micrograph synthesis procedure" describes the texture synthesis procedure.
Julesz conjecture and constraint functions
The Julesz conjecture ( [22, 24, 33] ) states that there exists a set of functions {φ k : R |L| → R, k = 1, · · · , N c } , called constraint functions [24] such that samples drawn from any two random fields are visually indistinguishable under some conditions, if expectations over this set of functions are equal. That is,
where, {φ k (·)} is the set of constraint functions acting on a random filed and E[·] is mathematical expectation. To compute the expectations, practical ergodicity defined in [24] is assumed. Specifically, a homogeneous random field X has the property of practical ergodicity with respect to function φ : R |L| → R, with tolerance ε, and probability p, if and only if the spatial average of φ over a realization drawn from X is a good approximation to the expectation of φ with sufficiently high probability. More concretely,
In the present case, where realizations refer to sample images x(i, j), the spatial average of the functional φ can be approximated as,
where, · N means that the result is taken modulo N. With these definitions, our objective then is to draw samples from random field X satisfying statistical constraints of the form,
The values c k in these constraints are computed from calibrating image x(i, j) and constitute the parameters of the texture model. The set of all samples satisfying equation 4 is referred to as the Julesz ensemble [22] given by
Steerable pyramid decomposition
We use a parametric texture model based on over-complete complex wavelet transform [24] . The complex wavelet transform decomposes the calibrating image into multi-scale, multi-oriented subbands. The joint statistics of the decomposed subbands are used as the parameters of the texture model. The decomposition is known as steerable pyramid when the basis functions are directional derivatives. The filters used in this decomposition are polar-separable in the Fourier domain. The traditional orthogonal separable wavelet decomposition suffers from aliasing whereas the steerable pyramid decomposition overcomes this limitation since the support of lowpass filter obeys the Nyquist sampling criterion [24] . A disadvantage with the steerable pyramid decomposition is that the basis is over-complete. A system is said to be over-complete if the the number of basis functions used to represent a vector is larger than required. Translation and rotation invariance of http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 the steerable pyramid is important to represent the oblique orientations properly. Filters used in the steerable pyramid belong to one of three categories, namely low-pass, highpass or oriented band-pass filters which are characterized by their respective response functions,
and
where the angular part of B k is given by,
Here, r and θ are polar coordinates and
. L(r) and H(r) are low-pass and high-pass filters respectively and {B k (r, θ)} are oriented band-pass filters. The steerable pyramid decomposition is initiated by splitting an image into high-pass and low-pass subbands. The low-pass band is further decomposed into a set of orientation bands and the low-pass residual band. The low-pass residual band is sub-sampled by two and the decomposition in the next level is carried out by further decomposing the sub-sampled low-pass residual band into orientation bands and low-pass residual band. The procedure is continued till the image is decomposed into required number of pyramid levels. A system diagram for steerable pyramid is shown in Figure 4 . [24, 25] . Input image is initially split into high-pass and low-pass bands. Low-pass band is further decomposed into a set of oriented subbands and low-pass residual band. The recursive decomposition is achieved by inserting the diagram in dotted lines into the solid circle. http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2
In our work four orientation bands and four pyramids with a total of 18 subbands are used (16 orientation bands, one high-pass and one low pass residual band). Figure 5 shows the real parts of four level and four orientation steerable pyramid subbands and low-pass residual band. High-pass subband is not shown in Figure 5 .
Parameter estimation sketch
Outline for estimating parameters of the texture model from a sample image is described in the following steps:
1. Decompose the high resolution sample image x into high-pass subband, h 0 , orientation bands, {b s,k , s = 1, · · · , 4, k = 1, · · · , 4} and low-pass residual bands,
2. Compute a set of joint statistics on the decomposed subbands. Following are the statistics [24] that are considered as parameters of the texture model:
• Marginal statistics are the statistics of gray-level values of the pixels in the image.
where, μ n (x) = E{(x(i, j) − μ 1 (x)) n }, ∀n > 1. In the parametric texture model, mean μ 1 (x), variance μ 2 (x), skewness η(x), kurtosis κ(x), minimum and maximum of the sample image, variance of the high-pass band μ 2 (h 0 ),
} of partially reconstructed low-pass images at each scale, {l 0 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 } are considered as a set of parameters from marginal statistics.
• Raw coefficient correlations, are defined as the central samples of auto-correlation of the partially reconstructed low-pass images,
In the texture model, auto Figure 5 Real parts of subbands. Real parts of steerable pyramid orientation bands (4 orientations and 4 scales) and low-pass subband of image at location A. High-pass subband is not shown here. http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 correlations of the partially reconstructed low-pass images, {l 0 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 } at each scale, are used as a set of parameters. These statistics characterize the salient spatial frequencies and the regularity of the texture [24] .
• Coefficient magnitude statistics are defined as the central samples of auto-correlation of magnitude of each subband, cross correlation of magnitude of each subband with those of the other orientations at the same scale, cross correlation of subband magnitudes with those of all orientations at a coarser scale. Cross-correlation of any two subbands b s (i, j) and
These represent the structures such as edges, bars and corners in the image.
• Cross-scale phase statistics are cross-correlation of the real part of the coefficients with both the real and imaginary part of the phase doubled coefficients at all orientations at the next coarser scale. The rate at which the phase changes for fine scale coefficients is twice the rate change for coarse scale coefficients [24] . To compensate for the difference in rate of phase change, the cross correlations are computed between the phase doubled coarse scale coefficients and fine scale coefficients. These statistics distinguish edges from lines. All the joint statistics described in the above list are used as the parameters of the texture model. Practical ergodicity described in section "Julesz conjecture and constraint functions" is used to compute expectations E[·] in the above expressions . 3. Once a set of parameters is computed from high resolution micrograph, a micrograph with that set of parameters can be constructed using the synthesis procedure described in the next section.
Micrograph synthesis procedure
The synthesis procedure proposed in [24] to generate an image with desired parameters is described in the following steps. The parameters of the texture model are computed from calibrating images as joint statistics of the decomposed subbands.
1. The synthesis procedure is initiated by choosing as initial guess an image with mean and variance equal to those of the target image. 2. The initial image is decomposed into multi-scale, multi-oriented subbands and joint statistics of the desired image are imposed recursively using gradient projection method [24] . 3. Starting from coarse scale to fine scale, statistical constrains are imposed on low-pass and orientation bands while simultaneously reconstructing the low-pass image. 4. Auto-correlation, skewness and kurtosis of the reconstructed low-pass image at the fine scale are adjusted and resulting low-pass image is added to variance adjusted high-pass image to obtain the fine scale image. 5. The marginal statistics are adjusted on the pixels of the reconstructed image in step-4. 6. The procedure is repeated from step-2 to step-5 until the image with desired statistics is generated. http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 7. This algorithm synthesizes an image that is statistically equivalent to the sample images from which the parameters are estimated. Figure 6 shows one iteration step of synthesis algorithm. This algorithm can be used to simulate many statistically equivalent micrographs for a given set of parameters. But the simulated micrographs will not be visually similar to the calibrating micrograph from which the parameters are computed. When a low resolution microscopic image from an experiment is available, data assimilation methods can be used to synthesize a high resolution micrograph that is consistent with the low resolution image. We use the Matlab tools provided at [34] for steerable pyramid decomposition and micrograph synthesis. In the next section a particle filter known as the density-based Monte Carlo filter [32] along with micrograph synthesis procedure is used to simulate high resolution micrographs that are consistent with the corresponding low resolution one.
Density-based Monte Carlo filter
The density-based Monte Carlo filter is a nonlinear, non-Gaussian filter proposed in [32] for state estimation of a dynamical system. In the current problem, an image is synthesized by an extension of the procedure described in section "Micrograph synthesis procedure". In the synthesis procedure, an initial guess of the image is assumed and the desired joint statistics are imposed on the initial guess to obtain a new image. Let f be an implicit algorithm that implements steps 2-5 in the synthesis procedure shown in section "Micrograph synthesis procedure". The parameters of the texture model are repeatedly imposed on the initial image x 0 such that the final image has the desired parameters. That is the implicit function f acts on x 0 to generate x 1 , on x 1 to generate x 2 and in general acts on x k−1 to generate x k . Action of f on x k−1 to generate x k , is shown in Figure 6 . We treat this as one function evaluation in the synthesis algorithm. Let x 0 , x 1 , · · · , x k denote the images, modeled as random fields, generated at each function evaluation of the synthesis algorithm. These are construed as successive states of a dynamical system where an implicit algorithm takes a dynamical state (in the present case, the state is a random field) x k−1 to x k where x k depends only on x k−1 and the parameters of the texture model. Here, function evaluation steps, k = 0, · · · , K are treated analogous to time steps in the dynamical system. Coarse scale images available at synthesis locations are treated as measurements and are used in the measurement equation of the particle filter algorithm to update the estimated image at each synthesis step. The state and measurement equations of the dynamical system can thus be written as where, x k is the synthesized image at k th step in the recursive synthesis process, f is an implicit algorithm relating x k to x k−1 as shown in Figure 6 and g is a coarsening operator relating state x k and observation y k . Here, coarsening operator is an averaging operator that averages 8×8 pixels in fine scale image to produce one pixel in the coarse scale image. Errors in the synthesis process and experimental measurements are modeled as additive white Gaussian noise processes η k and ε k respectively. The covariance of the noises are assumed to be known and are indeed parameters of the filter. Let X k = {x 0 , · · · , x k } be a vector of states and Y k = {y 0 , · · · , y k } be a vector of measurements. In our work, measurements are assumed to consist of a coarse scale image available at location C and does not change with each synthesis step. Hence, we assume,
The joint probability density of all the states and the measurements is given by
where, P(Y k |X k ) and P(X k ) can be written as,
The conditional densities, P(y s |x s ) and P(x s |x s−1 ), are obtained from the measurement and state equations respectively. From equations 13 and 14, the filter density P(x k |Y k ) can be written as,
The estimated micrograph,x k at step k, can be obtained by computing expectation of x k with respect to the filtering density, P(x k |Y k ), i.e.,
Evaluating the integrals in equation 16 using Monte Carlo sampling results in the filter estimatex k at step k. Generating n random samples of x 0 and η s for s = {1, · · · , k}, a set of random draws X i,s can be obtained from the state equation as
The filtering estimatex k in equation (16) is approximated by drawing samples of x k using Monte Carlo sampling according to,
Using equation 12, (18) can be written aŝ
where the weight function w i,k is defined as
such that n i=1 w i,k = 1. For the initial step, when k = 0, equal weights are assigned for all the samples
and the sample variance can be written as
The following limiting conditions as n goes to infinity can be verified [32] •
Following the above constructions, the computational procedure of the density-based Monte Carlo filter is as follows: 
Results and discussion
The high resolution micrograph synthesis procedure is demonstrated by synthesizing a high resolution micrograph at location C starting with low resolution micrograph at that location and high resolution calibrating micrographs available at locations A and B as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The procedure can be repeated to construct high resolution http://www.immijournal.com/content/2/1/2 micrographs at any other location. Two cases are considered to construct high resolution micrographs. In the first case (Figures 8, 9 and 10), a parametric texture model with the synthesis procedure described in section "Micrograph synthesis procedure" is used to construct a high resolution micrograph, whereas in the second case (Figures 11, 12 and 13) , the parametric texture model along with the density-based Monte Carlo filter described in section "Density-based Monte Carlo filter" is used to estimate a high resolution micrograph.
When the particle filter is not used, the synthesis procedure does not make use of the low resolution micrographs available at a given location. high resolution micrograph is not available and we aim to synthesize one. The parameters of the texture model for C are obtained from a low resolution micrograph at C and high resolution micrographs available at locations A and B. Pixel statistics and low-pass band statistics which account for total gray scale levels are computed from low resolution micrograph at C and the rest of the parameters which determine high resolution features are computed as averages of the parameters from A and B. Figure 10 In the second case, high resolution micrographs of the microstructure are estimated in the Bayesian context using the density-based Monte Carlo filter (section "Density-based Monte Carlo filter '') where the texture synthesis process (section "Micrograph synthesis procedure") is treated as a dynamical system and the experimental low resolution micrograph at a given location is treated as measurement used to update the dynamical state. It is reiterated that the high resolution micrograph at C is synthesized using the low resolution micrograph at C and high resolution micrographs at A and B together with a texture model and a particle filter. The parameters of the texture model for A, B and C are obtained similarly to before. For estimating high resolution micrographs at locations A, B and C, experimental low resolution micrographs at corresponding locations are used as measurements in the filtering algorithm. Low resolution micrographs are also used as the statistical average of the initial probability density function in the algorithm. The algorithm convergence is slowed for other choices of initial average. Measurement and process noises are assumed to be zero mean Gaussian random fields with 0.01 coefficient of variation. In the particle filter algorithm, 25 Monte Carlo samples are used to estimate the high resolution micrographs. Figure 11 It is again worth comparing Figure 10 showing the synthesis of high resolution micrograph using only the parametric texture model with Figure 13 showing high resolution Figure 13 Micrograph at C synthesized with particle filter. Micrographs from left to right show respectively, experimental high resolution micrograph, experimental low resolution micrograph and high resolution micrograph synthesized with texture model and particle filter at location C. High resolution micrograph at location C is used only for comparison and is not used in the synthesis process.
(a) Experimental high resolution micrograph at C; (b) Experimental low resolution micrograph at C; (c) Synthesized high resolution micrograph at C using parametric texture model and particle filter.
micrograph synthesized using texture model along with the particle filter. It can be clearly observed that the estimated high resolution micrograph with particle filter (Figure 13(c) ) provides information about the local microstructure that cannot be gleaned from previous approaches. Resolving this level of detail is paramount in physical problems where bifurcation is initiated by spatially local events.
Conclusions
An original high resolution micrograph synthesis procedure using parametric texture model and particle filter produced very good quality, high resolution micrographs. When the particle filter is not used, the synthesized micrograph has the same joint statistics as those of sample high resolution micrograph, but visible microstructural features are not consistent with those of local microstructure at that location. Using a particle filter, the estimated micrograph acquires the same high resolution features as those of local microstructure at that location. Experimentally obtained micrographs are often corrupted by measurement noise. The synthesis procedure described in this paper, which includes particle filtering, accounts for measurement noise. To synthesize high resolution micrograph at location C, a set of parameters affecting the coarse scale features is obtained from low resolution micrograph at location C and rest of the parameters, influencing the fine scale features are obtained from high resolution calibrating micrographs available at location A and B. If all the parameters are obtained from, coarse scale image at C, then the synthesized image will not have smooth features observed in high resolution image. If the parameters are obtained only from calibrating images A and B, then, the total gray level content and its spatial distribution will be in consistent with that of the experimental micrograph at that location.
